


TRUCKS | COLLECTORS

All that is changing today,
though, as more and more col-
lectors are looking to bring old
trucks back to life.

It's a move that makes sense.
Trucks have always been a huge
part of the driving culture.
People didn't only drive
Deusenbergs and flathead
Fords, so some collectors are
looking to round out their
acquisitions by looking at rare
and well-preserved pickups.

It's also a function of child-
hood dreams. Many kids grew
up wanting to drive nice trucks,
dreaming of how much fun it
would be to own something big,
beautiful, powerful and useful.
Now, many of those children
have reached a stage of life
when they can make those
dreams come true.

HARD TO FIND
One of the problems with col-

lector trucks is that they're so
hard to find.

In the early days, trucks were
designed strictly to do a job,
and their owners would drive
them until they literally fell
apart. Many trucks would be
stripped for parts or were used
so harshly in their jobs that they

simply didn't last until today.
Those few original or restor-

able trucks are in increasingly
high demand today. Many col-
lectors are dropping big sums of
money into fixing up old trucks,
almost like they would a classic
Cadillac or Pierce-Arrow. Well-
restored trucks are selling at
auto auctions for big money —
although still not as sought after
as traditional classic cars. 

CUSTOM APPEAL
Another aspect of classic

trucks is their ability to be cus-
tomized with beautiful lines
and wild accessories. Collectors
are re-awakening to the indus-
trial beauty of the early
American pickups, which were
designed with streamlined bod-
ies that were about both form
and function. 

They can make the perfect
foundation for a custom ride,
too. With chopped roofs, big
wheels, monster engines and
massive chrome trim, these
hot-rod custom trucks can turn
heads just as powerfully as any
coupe or sedan.

For truck lovers, it's a trend
that will hopefully continue to
grow for many years to come.

The world of collector cars
used to be primarily
about one thing — cars —

and not the trucks that have
been such an important part of
America's automotive heritage.

Classic trucks
more popular



TRUCKS | MAKE IT YOURS

Customizing your truck 
IF YOU WANT A UNIQUE LOOK, CONSIDER LOCAL DEALERS

In the past, that meant ordering custom parts from
aftermarket suppliers that specialize in modifying 
pickups. Some specialize in audio systems, others in
wheels or appearance packages, and these can be great
places to shop if you want a very specific modification.

But they're not the only place.

DEALER CUSTOMS
Seeing an opportunity, car dealers and manufacturers

have become a great place to turn to find custom pieces
of equipment for your truck.

Turning to a dealer also solves a big problem: Not know-
ing the quality of the equipment you're getting from a
custom shop, and perhaps voiding your truck's warranty.

Many dealers offer modifications or upgrades that come
with a full warranty, including popular off-road packages
with skid plates and beefier shocks and springs designed
to withstand the rigors of tough trails.

They also offer appearance upgrades and a long list of
custom parts such as running boards and chrome trim
that can spiff up your ride.

Pickup drivers want to stand out from the crowd. From chrome
trim to lift kits, decals, off-road lights and special suspension
setups, there are countless ways to customize your truck.

WHEEL SELECTION: A CRITICAL PART OF YOUR LOOK
Oversized chrome and alloy wheels are popular on today's custom trucks. They're a

great way to add some bling to an otherwise ordinary-looking vehicle.
But choosing the right wheel is easier said than done. Picking wheels that are too

big or heavy can upset the truck's suspension, make its handling worse and sometimes
void the warranty.

That's why it's a good idea to check with your dealer about what custom wheel
options they have available. By playing it safe, you'll be protecting your investment
and looking good at the same time.



TRUCKS | BEHIND THE METAL

What's the diff? TRUCK DIFFERENTIALS 
CAN MAKE A BIG IMPACT

Pickups are known for
being fully customized to fit a
particular job, from their
cabin size to their bed length
and a wide variety of gasoline
and diesel engines. One of the
most important options when
setting up your perfect truck,
though, is picking the right
gear ratio for the differential.

WHAT DOES 
IT DO?

The differential — often
shortened to "diff" in truck
parlance — is located directly
between the wheels on your
truck, and it uses different
sizes of gears to adjust how
fast the wheels turn in rela-
tion to the transmission
speed. 

The difference between the
transmission speed and
the wheel

speed is determined by the
gear ratio in your differential,
and it can make a big differ-
ence in how a truck performs
in ordinary driving and when
towing a trailer.

FUEL EFFICIENCY,
TOWING

When buying a new truck,
you can pick different gear
ratios from the factory that
will help with your mileage.
For trucks that won't be doing
much towing, it makes sense
to pick a gear ratio in your
differential that results
in better gas
mileage,

although this could hurt your
truck's towing performance. 

Likewise, if you do a lot of
towing, you'll want to install a
differential that makes it easi-
er to start pulling a trailer at
low speeds. This means the
transmission will be making
more revolutions for each
turn of your wheels, though
— and that means worse gas
mileage.

It's simply a tradeoff, and
you get to decide on the right
mixture of efficiency and tow-
ing power for your needs. 

LOCKING OR NOT?
Another job of the differen-

tial is to let the left and right
wheels turn at different
speeds. Every time you go
around a corner, your outside

wheels have to make more

turns than your inside wheels,
and differentials make that
possible.

For people who do serious
off-road driving, though, it
can be a good idea to get a
differential that locks both the
left and right wheels together.
This can help create traction
on slippery roads, which is
important for extreme off-
roaders. 

Some new trucks have dif-
ferentials that will lock elec-
tronically with the push of a
button. Others require you to
climb under the truck and

manually lock the differen-
tial. Either way, it's a

good option to have
on rugged trails.

Many people buy trucks based on the engine, the styling or the cab lay-
out. But there's one part hidden underneath a truck that can make a
world of difference in how it performs. It's called the differential.



TRUCKS | FAMILY FRIENDLY

Twice the usability
FOUR-DOOR TRUCKS ARE MADE FOR WORK, PLAY

Marketed under Double
Cab, Crew Cab or similar
names, these kings of trucks
are just as friendly and practi-
cal for a family as they are for
workers. They're the ultimate
do-it-all vehicles — capable
of towing, hauling bulky
cargo, driving off-road and
even taking kids to soccer
practice.

LIKE AN SUV
Sport utility vehicles grew

popular in the 1990s as fami-
lies demanded more space
and versatility. But today,
four-door trucks perform
many of the same jobs as full-
size SUVs, with the addition
of a pickup bed in back.

They're also extremely
refined. Driving a four-door
truck that was built in the
past few years is a much bet-
ter experience than even the
most luxurious SUVs of the
1990s. Today's trucks are
engineered to be quiet,
smooth and comfortable on
the inside.

NICE RIDE
Another area where trucks

have improved recently is in
their ride and handling.

New technological develop-
ments in the suspension

setup — particularly the rear
suspension — mean today's
trucks handle more like cars
than ever before. They're not
as rough and bouncy as they
used to be, and the sheer
silence at highway speeds in
most new trucks is impres-
sive.

That quiet ride is helped by
more refined engines. Newer

trucks — whether diesel or
gasoline — come with
engines that have been care-
fully developed to offer better
gas mileage, quieter perform-
ance and more power than
ever before.

TRUCK CAPABILITY
Best of all, you're getting

several vehicles in one when
you choose a family-friendly
pickup.

Instead of buying a com-
fortable car for cruising the
highway, an SUV for hauling
kids and a pickup for doing
hard work, you can get all
three in one vehicle. A luxury
truck equipped with lots of
options will do all three jobs

exceptionally well, carrying
you and your family in style
and comfort while also pro-
viding the kind of capability
you need to get the job done.

In that sense, a new truck
could be a money saver.

It’s just another reason that
trucks are so popular in
America — playing lots of
roles at the same time.

Pickup trucks are versatile machines engineered to do
all types of jobs. But perhaps the most versatile truck
of all is the kind that comes with four full-size doors.



TRUCKS | COMFORT, QUALITY

Luxury not limited to cars

That's changed with the introduction of 
luxury pickups. Virtually every brand offers a
high-end truck that looks as much at home in
front of the symphony hall as it does in a
muddy field, showing how drivers use their
trucks in totally different ways today.

QUALITY CABINS
The construction of truck cabins has

changed drastically in the past 10 years. A
decade ago, most trucks were built for work
alone, with cheap plastic trim and poor con-
struction that quickly resulted in rattles and
scuffs.

Today, though, you can buy trucks with
cabins just as nice as what you would find in
a European luxury car. You'll see wide swaths
of real wood trim, supple leather on the
seats, and contrasting colored stitching that
would look exquisite in a Jaguar. Extra sound 
insulation makes these trucks as quiet as a
luxury car, too.

That doesn't mean they're wimpy, though.

Luxury trucks are usually built with the same
rugged frame and suspension as on their job-
site siblings, which means they can tow and
haul just as much when necessary.

TECHNOLOGY
Another aspect of these luxury trucks is the

level of technology they include.
Bluetooth phone connections and excellent

stereos are standard fare today. If you really
want the luxury treatment, you can get your
truck outfitted with heated and cooled seats, a
heated steering wheel, backup camera, 
navigation system and video player for the
back seat.

Custom shops have been adding these
kinds of features to trucks for years, but most
of them are available from the factory now,
too.

And if you need a heavy-duty truck, you're
in luck. All the major manufacturers offer 
luxurious versions of their 3/4-ton models
just like they do in 1/2-ton trucks.

There was a time when trucks were designed strictly for work.
These bare-bones machines were perfect for the jobsite but
weren't comfortable or luxurious enough for a night on the town.



TRUCKS | PERFORMANCE

Power isn’t all the same
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HORSEPOWER AND TORQUE

For every company, though,
the two most important num-
bers seem to be horsepower
and torque. Every brand
wants bragging rights
for having the high-
est horsepower or
the greatest
amount of
torque, even

though many buyers may not
know the difference between
the two.

So, which one is better?
Horsepower or torque?

It all depends on how you
use your truck.

TORQUE: 
TWISTING FORCE

Torque is the twisting
force that your

engine creates. In
extremely simplis-
tic terms, this is
the force that
helps your truck
accelerate from a

stop, pull a
trailer or
climb a steep
grade in the

mountains.
In other

words, if you

do a lot of towing, torque is
the most important power
figure to look at. It's going to
have the biggest impact in
your day-to-day experience
because this is the force you
feel most when pulling a
heavy load. 

HORSEPOWER:
WORK MEASURE
Horsepower, on the other

hand, is a measure of work.
It's an approximation from
the era of steam engines that
estimates how much work a
horse could do in a given
amount of time.

Horsepower is the force
that will keep you cruising
on the highway or accelerate
under normal conditions. If
you don't use your truck to
do much towing, or if you
like to race quickly from one

place to another, horse-
power is the number

you should pay most

attention to because it's a
factor in more ordinary driv-
ing — not just starting from
a standstill.

IT'S MORE 
COMPLICATED

Of course, anything involv-
ing physics is difficult to boil
down into simple English. If
you search the Internet
about torque and horsepow-
er, you'll find countless argu-
ments about which one is
better. Every truck enthusiast
has an opinion, it seems.

That's also because power,
when reduced to a single
number, is always going to
be an inaccurate reflection of
an engine. It's typically
advertised as "peak" horse-
power achieved at a very
specific engine speed, or
RPM. 

In the real world, your
engine will never spend
much time at that one par-
ticular engine speed, so it
matters a lot more how
smoothly the torque or
horsepower is spread out
over a wide range of RPMs. A
truck's performance is also
changed drastically by its
transmission and gear ratios. 

That's why it's far better to
pick a truck based on a test
drive than it is on a single,
albeit impressive, torque or
horsepower number.

Manufacturers love to boast about numbers when they sell
trucks — the pounds they can haul, the fuel efficiency of
their engines and their tow ratings for pulling a trailer.

MORE THAN NUMBERS
When shopping for a truck, you’ve got
to look at a lot more than the horsepower
and torque figures. The transmission, gear ratio
and other factors will make a big difference in
the performance you can expect to get from your
truck — from how well it tows to how much fuel
it uses while doing its job.



TRUCKS | PRACTICALITY

Storage innovations
THREE NEW FEATURES THAT MAKE IT EASIER TO CARRY YOUR STUFF

Trucks have always been about getting the job done, but
today's trucks have a lot more places to store cargo than the
bed alone. Here's a look at three innovations for storage.

CARGO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Most truck owners use their pickups for hauling all kinds of things — from
bags of fertilizer, to yard waste, furniture and motorcycles. Since they're
used for such versatile jobs, it makes sense to have a versatile system to
keep everything tied down properly. Many trucks offer cargo management
systems, either from aftermarket suppliers or from the factory, as shown
here on the Ford F-150. They make it easy to secure cargo of all sizes with
adjustable tie-downs.

RAMBOX
Ram found an innovative solution for storage with the RamBox, a large,
water-tight compartment built into the sides of the truck. It can be used
to carry tools, guns, or anything you want to keep dry. It also has a drain
plug at the bottom so you can use it as a cooler for tailgating or camping
trips, as shown here in the Ram Power Wagon.

UNDER-SEAT STORAGE
People who use their trucks for work often need extra storage in the cab,
too. Papers, small hand tools and electronics can slide around if not 
properly stored, which is why Chevrolet created storage spaces under bench
seats in the Silverado. It's a smart use of space that would otherwise be
wasted, giving drivers another option for storing things while on the road.


